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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a new class of monomial ideals, called d-fixed ideals,
which generalize the class of p-Borel ideals and show how some results for p-Borel
ideals can be transfered to this new class. In particular, we give the form of a principal
d-fixed ideal and we compute the socle of factors of this ideals, using methods similar
as in [3]. This allowed us to give a generalization of Pardue’s formula, i.e. a formula
of the regularity for a principal d-fixed ideal.
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Introduction.
A p-Borel ideal is a monomial ideal which satisfy certain combinatorial condition, where
p > 0 is a prime number. It is well known that any positive integer a has an unique p-
adic decomposition a =
∑
i≥0 aip
i. If a, b are two positive integers, we write a ≤p b iff
ai ≤ bi for any i, where a =
∑
i≥0 aip
i and b =
∑
i≥0 bip
i. We say that a monomial ideal
I ⊂ S = k[x1, . . . , xn] is p-Borel if for any monomial u ∈ I and for any indices j < i, if
t ≤p νi(u) then x
t
ju/x
t
i ∈ I, where νi(u) = max{k : x
k
i |u}.
This definition suggest a natural generalization. The idea is to consider a strictly in-
creasing sequence of positive integers d : 1 = d0|d1| · · · |ds, which we called a d-sequence.
Lemma 1.1 states that for any positive integer a, there exists an unique decomposition
a =
∑s
t=0 atdt. If a, b are two positive integers, we write a ≤d b iff ai ≤ bi for any i, where
a =
∑
i≥0 aidi and b =
∑
i≥0 bidi. We say that a monomial ideal I is d-fixed if for any
monomial u ∈ I and for any indices j < i, if t ≤d νi(u) then x
t
ju/x
t
i ∈ I. Obvious, the
p-Borel ideals are a special case of d-fixed ideals for d : 1|p|p2| · · · .
A principal d-fixed ideal, is the smallest d-fixed ideal which contain a given monomial.
1.6 and 1.8 gives the explicit form of a principal d-fixed ideal. In the second section we
compute the socle of factors for a principal d-fixed ideal (2.1 and 2.4). The proofs are similar
as in [3] but we consider that is necessary to present them in this context. In the third
section we give a formula (3.1) for the regularity of a d-fixed ideal, which generalize the
Pardue’s formula for the regularity of principal p-Borel ideals, proved by Aramova-Herzog
[1] and Herzog-Popescu [4]. Using a theorem of Popescu [6] we compute the extremal Betti
numbers of S/I (3.3). Also, we show that if I is a principal d-fixed ideal generated by
the power of a variable, then I≥e is stable for any e ≥ reg(I) (3.6), so reg(I) = min{e ≥
1This paper was supported by the CEEX Program of the Romanian Ministry of Education and Research,
Contract CEX05-D11-11/2005.
1
deg(I) : I≥e is stable} (3.9). Thus a result of Eisenbud-Reeves-Totaro [2, Proposition 12]
holds also in this frame.
The author wish to thanks to his Ph.D.advisor, Professor Dorin Popescu, for support,
encouragement and valuables observations on the contents of this paper.
1 d-fixed ideals.
In the following d : 1 = d0|d1| · · · |ds is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers.
We say that d is a d-sequence.
Lemma 1.1. Let d be a d-sequence. Then, for any a ∈ N, there exists an unique sequence
of positive integers a0, a1, . . . , as such that:
1. a =
∑s
t=0 atdt and
2. 0 ≤ at <
dt+1
dt
, for any 0 ≤ t < s.
Conversely, if d : 1 = d0 < d1 < · · · < ds is a sequence of positive integers such that for
any a ∈ N there exists an unique sequence of positive integers a0, a1, . . . , as as before, then
d is a d-sequence.
Proof. Let as be the quotient of a divided by ds. For 0 ≤ t < s let at be the quotient
of (a − qt+1) divided by dt, where qt+1 =
∑s
j=t+1 ajdj. We will prove that a0, a1, . . . , as
fulfill the required conditions. Indeed, it is obvious that a =
∑s
t=0 atdt. On the other hand,
a − qt+1 < dt+1, since a − qt+1 is a− qt+2 modulo dt+1. Therefore, since at is the quotient
of (a− qt+1) divided by dt, it follows that at <
dt+1
dt
.
Suppose there exists another decomposition a =
∑s
j=0 bjdj which also fulfill the con-
ditions 1 and 2. Then, we may assume that there exists an integer 0 ≤ t ≤ s such that
bs = as, · · · , bt+1 = at+1 and bt > at. Notice that dt >
∑t−1
j=0 ajdj. Indeed,
t−1∑
j=0
ajdj ≤
t−1∑
j=0
(
dj+1
dj
− 1)dj = (d1 − d0) + (d2 − d1) + · · ·+ (dt − dt−1) = dt − 1 < dt.
We have 0 =
∑s
j=0(bj − aj)dj =
∑t
j=0(bj − aj)dj, but on the other hand:
(bt − at)dt ≥ dt >
t−1∑
j=0
ajdj ≥
t−1∑
j=0
(aj − bj)dj
and therefore (bt−at)dt−
∑t−1
j=0(aj−bj)dj =
∑t
j=0(bj−aj)dj > 0, which is a contradiction.
For the converse, we use induction on 0 ≤ t < s, the assertion being obvious for
t = 0. Suppose t > 0 and d0|d1| · · · |dt and consider the decomposition of dt+1 − 1. Since
2
dt+1 − 1 < dt+1, it follows that dt+1 − 1 =
∑t
j=0 atdt. On the other hand, since dt+1 − 1 is
the largest integer less than dt+1, each aj is maximal between the integers < dj+1/dj, for
j < t. Therefore aj = dj+1/dj − 1 for 0 ≤ j < t. Thus:
dt+1 = 1 + dt+1 − 1 = 1 + a0d0 + a1d1 + · · ·+ atdt = d1 + a1d1 + a2d2 + · · ·+ atdt =
= d2 + a2d2 + · · ·+ atdt = · · · = (at + 1)dt, so dt|dt+1.
Definition 1.2. Let a, b be two positive integers and consider the d-decompositions
a =
∑s
j=0 ajdj and b =
∑s
j=0 bjdj. We say that a ≤d b if ai ≤ bi for any 0 ≤ i ≤ s.
Lemma 1.3. Let a, b be two positive integers with a ≤d b. Suppose b = b
′ + b′′, where b′
and b′′ are positive integers. Then, there exists some positive integers a′ ≤d b
′ and a′′ ≤d b
′′
such that a = a′ + a′′.
Proof. Let a =
∑s
t=0 atdt, b =
∑s
t=0 btdt, b
′ =
∑s
t=0 b
′
tdt, b
′′ =
∑s
t=0 b
′′
t dt. The hypothesis
implies at ≤ bt < dt+1/dt and b
′
t, b
′′
t < dt+1/dt for any 0 ≤ t < s. We construct the sequences
a′t, a
′′
t using decreasing induction on t. Suppose we have already defined a
′
j , a
′′
j for j > t
such that
∑s
i=j(a
′
i + a
′′
i )di =
∑s
i=j aidi and bt+1 = b
′
t+1 + b
′′
t+1. This is obvious for t = s.
We consider two cases. If bt = b
′
t + b
′′
t , then we choose a
′
t ≤ b
′
t and a
′′
t ≤ b
′′
t such that
a′t + a
′′
t = at. We can do this, because at ≤ bt. Also, it is obvious from the induction
hypothesis that
∑s
i=t(a
′
i + a
′′
i )di =
∑s
i=t aidi, so we can pass from t to t− 1.
If bt 6= b
′
t + b
′′
t we claim that b
′
t + b
′′
t = bt − 1. Indeed,
∑t−1
j=0(b
′
j + b
′′
j )dj < 2dt and
therefore it is impossible to have b′t + b
′′
t ≤ bt − 2, otherwise
∑t
j=0(b
′
j + b
′′
j )dj < btdt
and we contradict the equality b = b′ + b′′. Also, since b′t+1 + b
′′
t+1 = bt+1, we cannot
have b′t + b
′′
t > bt. Similarly we get b
′
t−1 + b
′′
t−1 > bt−1. By recurrence, we conclude that
there exists an integer u < t such that: b′u−1 + b
′′
u−1 = bu−1, , b
′
u + b
′′
u = bu + du+1/du,
b′u+1 + b
′′
u+1 = bu+1 + du+2/du+1 − 1, . . . , b
′
t−1 + b
′′
t−1 = bt−1 + dt/dt−1 − 1.
If aj = bj for any j ∈ {u, . . . , t}, we simply choose a
′
j = b
′
j and a
′′
j = b
′′
j for any
j ∈ {u, . . . , t} and the required conditions are fulfilled, so we can pass from t to u − 1. If
this is not the case, then there exists an integer u ≤ q ≤ t such that at = bt, . . . , aq+1 = bq+1
and aq < bq. If q = t then for any j ∈ {u, . . . , t} we can choose a
′
j ≤ b
′
j and a
′′
j ≤ b
′′
j such
that a′j + a
′′
j = aj . For j < t the previous assertion is obvious because b
′
j + b
′′
j ≥ bj , and for
j = t, since at < bt we have in fact at ≤ b
′
t + b
′′
t = bt − 1 and therefore we can choose again
a′t and a
′′
t . The conditions are satisfied so we can pass from t to u− 1.
Suppose q < t. For j ∈ {u, . . . , q − 1} we choose a′j ≤ b
′
j and a
′′
j ≤ b
′′
j such that
a′j + a
′′
j = aj. We can do this because b
′
j + b
′′
j ≥ bj ≥ aj . We choose a
′
q and a
′′
q such that
a′q + a
′′
q = aq + dq+1/dq. We can make this choice, because aq ≤ bq − 1 and b
′
q + b
′′
q ≥
bq + dq+1/dq − 1. For j > q, we simply put a
′
j = b
′
j and a
′′
j = b
′′
j . To pass from t to u− 1 is
enough to see that
∑t
j=u ajdj =
∑t
j=u(a
′
j + a
′′
j )dj. Indeed,
t∑
j=u
(a′j + a
′′
j )dj =
q−1∑
j=u
(a′j + a
′′
j )dj + (a
′
q + a
′′
q )dq +
t∑
j=q+1
(a′j + a
′′
j )dj =
3
=q−1∑
j=u
ajdj + (aq + dq+1/dq)dq +
t−1∑
j=q+1
(aj + dj+1/dj − 1)dj + (at − 1)dt =
=
t∑
j=u
ajdj + dq+1 +
t−1∑
j=q+1
(dj+1 − dj)− dt =
t∑
j=u
ajdj,
The induction ends when t = −1. Finally, we obtain a′ and a′′ such that a′+a′′ = a, a′t ≤ b
′
t
and a′′t ≤ b
′′
t , as required.
Definition 1.4. We say that a monomial ideal I ⊂ S = k[x1, . . . , xn] is d-fixed, if for any
monomial u ∈ I and for any indices 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, if t ≤d νi(u) (where νi(u) denotes the
exponent of the variable xi in u) then u · x
t
j/x
t
i ∈ I.
Notice that if d : 1|p|p2|p3| · · · then I is a p-Borel ideal.
Definition 1.5. A d-fixed ideal I is called principal if it is generated, as a d-fixed ideal by
one monomial u, i.e. I is the smallest d-fixed ideal which contain u. We write I =< u >d.
More generally, if u1, . . . , ur ∈ S are monomials, the d-fixed ideal generated by u1, . . . , ur
is the smallest d-fixed ideal I which contains u1, . . . , ur. We write I =< u1, . . . , ur >d.
Our next goal is to describe the principal d-fixed ideals. The easiest case is when we
have a d-fixed ideal generated by the power of a variable. Denote m = (x1, . . . , xn) and
m[d] = (xd1, . . . , x
d
n) for some nonnegative integer d. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 1.6. If u = xαn, then I =< u >d=
∏s
t=0(m
[dt])αt, where α =
∑s
t=0 αtdt.
Proof. Let I ′ =
∏s
t=0(m
[dt])αt . The minimal generators of I ′ are monomials of the type
w =
∏s
t=0
∏n
j=1 x
λtj ·dt
j , where 0 ≤ λtj and
∑n
j=1 λtj = αt. First, let us show that I
′ ⊂ I. In
order to do this, we choose w a minimal generator of I ′ (the one bellow). We write xαn like
this: xαn = x
α0d0+α1d1+···+αsds
n = x
α0d0
n ·x
α1d1
n · · ·x
αsds
n . Since λ01d0 ≤d α0d0+α1d1+ · · ·+αsds
and I is d-fixed it follows that xλ01d01 x
α−λ01d0
n ∈ I. Also, λ02d0 < α−λ01d0 = (α0−λ01)d0+
α1d1 + · · · + αsds, and since I is d-fixed it follows that x
λ01d0
1 x
λ02d0
2 x
α−λ01d0−λ02d0
n ∈ I.
Using iteratively this argument, one can easily see that xλ01d01 · · ·x
λ0nd0
n x
α−α0d0
n ∈ I. Also
α− α0d0 = α1d1 + · · ·+ αndn. Again, using an inductive argument, we get:
(xλ01d01 · · ·x
λ0nd0
n ) · (x
λ11d1
1 · · ·x
λ1nd1
n ) · · · (x
λs1ds
1 · · ·x
λsnds
n ) = w ∈ I.
For the converse, i.e. I ⊂ I ′, is enough to verify that I ′ is d-fixed. In order to do this, is
enough to prove that the minimal generators of I ′ fulfill the definition of a d-fixed ideal.
Let w be a minimal generator of I ′. Let 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Then νi(w) =
∑s
t=0 λtidt. If β ≤d νi(w)
then β =
∑s
t=0 βtdt with βt ≤ λti. Let 1 ≤ k < i. We have
w · xβk/x
β
i =
s∏
t=0
(
∏
j 6=i,k
x
λtjdt
j ) · x
(λti−βt)dt
i · x
(λtk+βt)dt
k .
Thus w · xβk/x
β
i ∈ I
′ and therefore I ′ is d-fixed. Since I is the smallest d-fixed ideal which
contains xαn it follows that I ⊂ I
′.
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Proposition 1.7. If α ≤ β then < xβn >d⊆< x
α
n >d.
Proof. The case α = β is obvious, so we may assume α < β. We denote I =< xαn >d and
I ′ =< xβn >d. We write α =
∑s
t=0 αtdt and β =
∑s
t=0 βtdt. If w is a minimal generator of
I ′ then w =
∏s
t=0
∏n
i=1 x
λtidt
i , where 0 ≤ λti and
∑n
i=1 λti = βt. We claim that w ∈ I and
therefore I ′ ⊂ I as required.
Since α < β there exists t ∈ {0, . . . , s} such that αs = βs, . . . , αt+1 = βt+1 and αt < βt.
We may assume λt1 > 0. We have
w =
s∏
j=0
n∏
i=1
x
λjidj
i =
t−1∏
j=0
x
αjdj
1 x
(λt1−1)dt
1 x
dt−
∑t−1
j=0 αjdj
1
n∏
i=2
xλtidti
∏
j>t
n∏
i=1
x
λjidj
i
and now it is obvious that w ∈ I.
We have the general description of a principal d-fixed ideal given by the following
proposition. In the proof, we will apply Lemma 1.3.
Proposition 1.8. Let 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir = n and let α1, . . . , αr be some positive
integers. If u = xα1i1 x
α2
i2
· · ·xαrir then:
I =< u >d=< x
α1
i1
>d · < x
α2
i2
>d · · · < x
αr
ir >d=
r∏
q=1
s∏
t=0
(m[dt]q )
αqt ,
where mq = (x1, x2, . . . , xiq) and αq =
∑s
t=0 αqtdt.
Proof. Let I ′ =
∏r
q=1
∏s
t=0(m
[dt]
q )αqt . The minimal generators of I ′ are monomials of the
type w =
∏r
q=1
∏s
t=0
∏iq
j=1 x
λqtj ·dt
j , where 0 ≤ λqtj and
∑n
j=1 λqtj = αqt. First, we show that
I ′ ⊂ I. In order to do this, it is enough to prove that by iterative transformations we can
modify u such that we obtain w.
The idea of this transformations is the same as in the proof of 1.6. Without given all
the details, one can see that if we rewrite u as
(xα10d0i1 x
α11d1
i1
· · ·xα1sdsi1 ) · · · (x
αr0d0
ir
xαr1d1ir · · ·x
αrsds
ir
),
where αq =
∑s
t=0 αqtdt, we can pass to w, using the transformations
xα10d0i1 7→
i1∏
j=1
x
λ10jd0
j , . . . , x
α1sds
i1
7→
i1∏
j=1
x
λ1sjds
j , . . . , x
αr0d0
ir
7→
ir∏
j=1
x
λr0jd0
j , . . . , x
αrsds
ir
7→
ir∏
j=1
x
λrsjds
j .
Therefore w ∈ I, and thus I ′ ⊂ I. For the converse, it is enough to see that I ′ is a d-
fixed ideal. Let w be a minimal generator of I ′. We choose an index 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
νi(w) =
∑r
q=1
∑s
t=0 λqtidt. Let β ≤ νi(w). Using Lemma 3.1, we can choose some positive
integers β1, . . . , βr such that:
(a)β =
r∑
q=1,iq≥i
βq and (b)βq ≤d
s∑
t=0
λqtidt,
5
i.e. βqt ≤ λqti, where βq =
∑s
t=0 βqtdt. Let k < i. Then,
w · xβk/x
β
i =
r∏
q=1
s∏
t=0
(
iq∏
j=1,j 6=k,i
x
λqtj ·dt
j
)
x
(λqti−βqt)dt
i x
(λqtk+βqt)dt
k .
Now, it is easy to see that w · xβk/x
β
i ∈ I
′, and therefore I ′ is d-fixed.
Example 1.9. Let d : 1|2|4|12.
1. Let u = x213 . We have 21 = 1 · 1 + 0 · 2 + 2 · 4 + 1 · 12. From 1.6, we get:
< u >d= (x1, x2, x3)(x
4
1, x
4
2, x
4
3)
2(x121 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ).
2. Let u = x21x
9
2x
16
3 . We have 9 = 1 · 1 + 2 · 4 and 16 = 1 · 4 + 1 · 12. From 1.8, we get
< u >d= x
2
1 < x
9
2 >d< x
16
3 >d= x
2
1(x1, x2)(x
4
1, x
4
2)
2(x41, x
4
2, x
4
3)(x
12
1 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ).
Definition 1.10. We say that a monomial ideal I ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn] is a Borel type ideal if
I : x∞j = I : (x1, . . . , xj)
∞, for any j = 1, . . . , n.
Proposition 1.11. Any d-fixed ideal I is a Borel type ideal.
Proof. Indeed, [3, P roposition 2.2] says that an ideal I is of Borel type if and only if for
any 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, there exists an positive integer t such that xtj(u/x
νi(u)
i ) ∈ I. Choosing
t = νi(u), is easy to see that the definition of a d-fixed ideal implies the condition above.
Definition 1.12. Let S = k[x1, . . . , xn] and let M be a finitely generated graded S-module.
The module M is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay if there exists a finite filtration 0 = M0 ⊂
M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Mr = M of M by graded submodules of M such that:
• Mi/Mi−1 are Cohen-Macaulay for any i = 1, . . . , r and
• dim(M1/M0) < dim(M2/M1) < · · · < dim(Mr/Mr−1).
In particular, if I ⊂ S is a graded ideal then R = S/I is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay if
there exists a chain of ideals I = I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ir = S such that Ij/Ij−1 are Cohen-
Macaulay and dim(Ij/Ij−1) < dim(Ij+1/Ij) for any j = 1, . . . , r − 1.
Remark 1.13. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. Recursively we define an ascending chain of
monomial ideals as follows: We let I0 := I. Suppose Iℓ is already defined. If Iℓ = S then the
chain ends. Otherwise, let nℓ = max{i : xi|u for an u ∈ G(Iℓ)}. We set Iℓ+1 := (Iℓ : x
∞
nℓ
).
It is obvious that nℓ > nℓ−1, and therefore the chain I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ir = S is finite and
has length r ≤ n. We call this chain of ideals, the sequential chain of I.
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If I is a Borel type ideal, [3, Lemma 2.4] says that Iℓ+1 := Iℓ : (x1, x2, . . . , xnℓ)
∞. From
[3, Corollary 2.5], it follows that R = S/I is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay with the sequen-
tial chain I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ir = S defined above. Moreover Iℓ+1/Iℓ ∼= J
sat
ℓ /Jℓ[xnℓ+1, . . . , xn],
where Jℓ = Iℓ ∩ k[x1, . . . , xnℓ ] and J
sat
ℓ = Jℓ : (x1, . . . , xnℓ)
∞.
Let u = xα1i1 x
α2
i2
· · ·xαrir and I =< u >d=
∏r
q=1
∏s
t=0(m
[dt]
q )αqt , where mq = (x1, . . . , xiq)
and αq =
∑s
t=0 αqtdt. Let Ir−e =
∏e
q=1
∏s
t=0(m
[dt]
q )αqt . Then I = I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ir = S is
the sequential chain of I. Let nℓ = iqr−ℓ. Indeed, since x
αr−e
nℓ
Iℓ+1 ⊂ Iℓ ⇒ Iℓ+1 ⊂ (Iℓ : x
∞
nℓ
).
For the converse, let w ∈ (Iℓ : x
∞
nℓ
) be any minimal generator. Then there exists an integer
b such that w · xbnℓ ∈ Iℓ. We may assume that w is a minimal generator of Iℓ. Then
w · xbnℓ = w
′ · y for a w′ ∈ Iℓ+1 and y ∈
∏t
j=0(m
[dj ]
r−ℓ)
αr−ℓ,j with xbnℓ |y. Thus w
′|w, and
therefore w ∈ Iℓ+1.
Let S = k[x1, . . . , xn] and let M be a finitely graded generated S-module with the
minimal graded free resolution 0 → Fs → Fs−1 → · · · → F0 → M → 0. Let Syzt(M) =
Ker(Ft → Ft−1). The module M is called (r, t)-regular if Syzt(M) is (r+ t)-regular in the
sense that all generators of Fj for t ≤ j ≤ s have degrees ≤ j + r. The t-regularity of M is
by definition (t− reg)(M) = min{r| M is (r, t)− regular}.
Obvious (t−reg)(M) ≤ ((t−1)−reg)(M). If the equality is strict and r = (t−reg)(M)
then (r, t) is called a corner of M and βt,r+t(M) is an extremal Betti number of M , where
βij = dimkTori(k,M)j denotes the ij-th graded Betti number of M . Later, we will use the
following result:
Theorem 1.14. [6, Theorem 3.2] If I ⊂ S is a Borel type ideal, then S/I has at most
r + 1-corners among (nℓ, s(J
sat
ℓ /Jℓ)) and the corresponding extremal Betti numbers are
βnℓ,s(Jsatℓ /Jℓ)+nℓ(S/I) = dimk(J
sat
ℓ /Jℓ)s(Jsatℓ /Jℓ).
2 Socle of factors by principal d-fixed ideals.
In the following, we suppose n ≥ 2.
Lemma 2.1. Let d : 1 = d0|d1| · · · |ds, α ∈ N and I =< x
α
n >d=
∏s
t=0(m
[dt])αt. Let
qt =
∑s
j=t αjdj. Let
J =
s∑
t=0,αt>0
(x1 · · ·xn)
dt−1(m[dt])αt−1
∏
j>t
(m[dj ])αj .
Then:
1. Soc(S/I) = J+I
I
2. Let e be a positive integer. Then (J+I
I
)e 6= 0⇔ e = qt + (n− 1)(dt− 1)− 1, for some
0 ≤ t ≤ s with αt > 0.
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3. max{e|(J+I
I
)e 6= 0} = αsds + (n− 1)(ds − 1)− 1.
Proof. 1. First we prove that J+I
I
⊂ Soc(S/I). Since Soc(S/I) = (O :S/I m), it is enough
to show that mJ ⊂ I.
We have J =
∑s
t=0, αt>0
Jt, where Jt = (x1 · · ·xn)
dt−1(m[dt])αt−1
∏
j>t(m
[dj ])αj . It is
enough to prove that xiJt ⊂ I for any i and any t. Suppose i = 1:
x1Jt = x
dt
1 (x2 · · ·xn)
dt−1(m[dt])αt−1
∏
j>t
(m[dj ])αj ⊂ (x2 · · ·xn)
dt−1
∏
j≥t
(m[dj ])αj .
On the other hand, (x2 · · ·xn)
dt−1 ∈
∏
j<t(m
[dj ])αj , because dt − 1 ≥
∑
j<t αjdj. Thus
x1Jt ⊂ I.
For the converse, we apply induction on α. If α = 1 then s = 0 and I = (x1, . . . , xn) =
m. J = (x1, . . . , xn)
d0−1 = S, and obvious Soc(S/I) = Soc(S/m) = S/m. Let us suppose
that α > 1. We prove that if w ∈ S \ I is a monomial such that mw ⊂ I, then w ∈ J .
Let te = max{t : x
dt−1
e |w}. Renumbering x1, . . . , xn which does not affect either I or J ,
we may suppose that t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tn. We have two cases: (i)t1 > tn and (ii)t1 = tn. But
first, let’s make the following remark: (∗) If u = xβ11 · · ·x
βn
n ∈
∏
j≥tm
dj and βi < dt for
certain i then u/xβii ∈
∏
j≥tm
[dj ] (the proof is similarly to [3, Lemma 3.5]).
In the case (i), there exists an index e such that te > te+1 = · · · = tn. Then we have
w = (xn · · ·xe+1)
dtn−1 · x
dte−1
e · y, for a monomial y ∈ S. We consider two cases (a) xe does
not divide y and (b) xe divide y. (a) From xnw = x
dtn
n · (xn−1 · · ·xe+1)
dtn−1x
dte−1
e · y ∈ I
we see that y ∈
∏
j≥te
(m[dj ])αj , by (∗). Therefore w ∈ I, because x
dte−1
e ∈
∏
j<te
(m[dj ])αj ,
which is an contradiction.
(b) In this case, w = (xn · · ·xe+1)
dtn−1x
dte
e y′, where y′ = y/xe. We claim that there exist
λ ≤ te such that αλ 6= 0. Indeed, if all αλ = 0 for λ ≤ te, then I =
∏s
j=te+1
(m[dj ])αj and
xnw ∈ I implies y
′ ∈ I because of the maximality of tn and (∗). It follows w ∈ I, which is
false. Choose λ ≤ te maximal possible with αλ 6= 0. Set w
′ = w/xdλe . Note that mw ⊂ I
implies
mw ⊂ I ′ = (m[dtλ ])αλ−1
∏
j 6=λ
(m[dtj ])αj .
It is obvious that xqw
′ ∈ I ′ for q 6= e. Also, since x
dte+1
e does not divide xew implies
xew
′ ∈ I ′. Choosing α′ = α − dλ, we get α
′
j = αj for j 6= λ and α
′
λ = αλ − 1 and
therefore we can apply our induction hypothesis for I ′ (because α′ < α) and for the ideal
J ′ associated to I ′, which has the form:
J ′ =
∑
q=0,α′q 6=0
(x1 · · ·xn)
dq−1(m[dq ])α
′
q−1
∏
j>q
(m[dj ])α
′
j ,
and so w = xdλe w
′ ∈ xdλe J
′ ⊂ J .
It remains to consider the case (ii) in which we have in fact t1 = t2 = · · · = tn. If
y = w/(x1 · · ·xn)
dtn−1 ∈m, then there exists e such that xe|y, and we apply our induction
hypothesis as in the case (b) above. Thus we may suppose y = 1, i.e. w = (x1 · · ·xn)
dtn−1.
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Since mw ⊂ I, we see that αj = 0 for j > tn and αtn = 1 (otherwise w ∈ I, which is
absurd). Thus w ∈ J .
2. Let v = xqt−11 (x2 · · ·xn)
dt−1. Then deg(v) = qt + (n− 1)(dt − 1)− 1. But v ∈ J and
v /∈ I, therefore v 6= 0 in Soc(S/I) = J+I
I
.
3. Let et = qt + (n− 1)(dt − 1)− 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ s. Let t < s. Then
et+1−et = qt+1−qt+(n−1)(dt+1−dt) = −αtdt+(n−1)(dt+1−dt) ≥ dt+1−(αt+1)dt ≥ 0, so
max{e|((J + I)/I)e 6= 0} = es = αsds + (n− 1)(ds − 1)− 1.
Remark 2.2. From the proof of the above lemma, we may easily conclude that for n ≥
3, et = et′ if and only if t = t
′, and if n = 2, then et = et′ (t < t
′) if and only if
αt′−1 = dt′/dt′−1, . . . , αt = dt+1/dt.
Corollary 2.3. With the notations of previous lemma and remark, let 0 ≤ t ≤ s be an
integer such that αt 6= 0. Let ht = dimK((I + Jt)/I). Then:
1. G(Jt) ∩ (I + Jt′) = 0 for 0 ≤ t
′ ≤ s, t′ 6= t.
2. ht =
(
n+αt−2
n−1
)∏
j>t
(
n+αj−1
n−1
)
.
3. dimK(Soc(S/I)e) =

hq, if n ≥ 3 and e = eq for a q ≤ s with αq 6= 0.∑
q hq, if n = 2 and q ∈ {ǫ|e = eǫ for ǫ ≤ s with αǫ 6= 0}.
0, otherwise.
.
Proof. 1. First suppose t′ < t. A minimal generator xβ = xβ11 · · ·x
βn
n of Jt has the form
(x1 · · ·xn)
dt−1
∏
j≥t
(x
λ1jdj
1 · · ·x
λnjdj
n ), where
n∑
ν=1
λνj =
{
αj , if j > t,
αt − 1, if j = t.
.
Thus, βi = dt − 1 +
∑s
j=t λijdj. On the other hand, dt − 1 =
∑t−1
j=0(dj+1/dj − 1)dj, so βi
has the writing
∑s
j=0 βijdj, where βij = dj+1/dj − 1 for j < t and βij = λij for j ≥ t.
Assume that xβ ∈ I + Jt′ for a certain t
′ < t. Then there exists γ ∈ Nn such that xγ ∈
G(I) (or xγ ∈ G(Jt′)) and x
γ |xβ, that is γi ≤ βi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let γi =
∑s
j=0 γijdj, the
d− decomposition of γi. We notice that (βis, . . . , βi0) ≥ (γis, . . . , γi0) in the lexicographic
order.
Note that all minimal generators xγ of I have the same degree α < et and
∑n
i=1 γiq = αq
for each 0 ≤ q ≤ s. Also all minimal generators xγ of Jt′ have the same degree et′ < et and∑n
i=1 γiq = αq for each t ≤ q ≤ s. It follows deg(x
β) > deg(xγ) and so βi > γi for some i.
Choose a maximal q < s such that βiq > γiq for some i. Thus βij = γij for j > q. It follows
βiq ≥ γiq since (βis, . . . , βi0) ≥lex (γis, . . . , γi0). If q ≤ t then we have
αq =
n∑
i=1
γiq <
n∑
i=1
βiq =
n∑
i=1
λiq ≤ αq,
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which is not possible. It follows q < t and so βit = γit for each i. But this is not possible
because we get αt =
∑n
i=1 γit =
∑n
i=1 λit = αt − 1. Hence x
β /∈ I + Jt′ .
Suppose now t′ > t. If et′ > et, then G(Jt) ∩ G(Jt′) = ∅ by degree reason. Assume
et = et′ . If follows n = 2 by the previous remark. If x
β1
1 x
β2
2 ∈ G(Jt) ∩ Jt′ we necessarily get
xβ11 x
β2
2 ∈ G(Jt) ∩ G(Jt′) again by degree reason. But this is not possible since it implies
that αt′ − 1 = β1t′ + β2t′ = αt′ .
2. and 3. follows from 1.
Theorem 2.4. Let u =
∏r
q=1 x
αq
i1
, where 2 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir ≤ n. Let
I =< u >d=
r∏
q=1
s∏
j=0
(m[dj ]q )
αqj ,
where αq =
∑s
j=0 αqjdj. Suppose ir = n. Let 1 ≤ a ≤ r be an integer and
Pa(I) := {(λ, t) ∈ N
a×Na| 1 ≤ λ1 < · · · < λa = r, ta > · · · > t1, αλνtν 6= 0, for 1 ≤ ν ≤ a}.
Let J =
∑r
a=1
∑
(λ,t)∈Pa(I)
J(λ,t), where J(λ,t) is the ideal
a∏
e=1
(xiλe · · ·xiλe−1+1)
dte−1
a∏
ν=1
m
[dtν+1]
λν
∏
j>tν
(m
[dj ]
λν
)αλνj (m
[dtν ]
λν
)αλν ,tν−1
λν−1∏
q=λν−1+1
∏
j≥tν
(m[dj ]q )
αqj ,
where we denote m[dta+1 ] = S. Then Soc(S/I) = (J + I)/I.
Proof. The proof will be given by induction on r, the case r = 1 being done in Lemma 2.1.
Suppose that r > 1. For 1 ≤ q ≤ r, let: Iq =
∏q
e=1
∏s
j=0(m
[dj ]
e )αej and Sq = k[x1, x2, . . . , xiq ]
For t with αrt 6= 0, denote:
I(t) =m
[dt]
r−1
∏
j<t
(m
[dj ]
r−1)
αr−1,jIr−2.
Let J (t) be an ideal in Sr−1 such that Soc(Sr−1/I
(t)) = (J (t)+ I(t))/I(t). The induction step
is given in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.5. Suppose ir = n and let
J =
∑
t=0,αrt 6=0
(xn · · ·xir−1+1)
dt−1
∏
j>t
(m[dj ]r )
αrj
∏
j≥t
(m
[dj ]
r−1)
αr−1,j(m[dt]r )
αrt−1J (t).
Then Soc(S/I) = (J + I)/I.
Proof. Let w ∈ S \ I be a monomial such that mrw ⊂ I. As in the proof of lemma
2.1, we choose for each 1 ≤ ρ ≤ n, eρ = max{e : x
de−1
ρ |w}. Renumbering variables
{xn, . . . , xir−1+1} (it does not affect I, J and I
(t)), we may suppose en ≤ en−1 ≤ · · · ≤
eir−1+1. Set t = en. We claim that αrt 6= 0. Indeed, if αrt = 0 then from xnw ∈ I we
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get xnw/x
dt−1
n ∈ I˜ =
∏
j>t(m
[dj ]
r )αrjIr−1 because x
dt−1
n ∈
∏
j<t(m
[dj ]
r )αrj . Since t = en is
maximal chosen, we get w/xdt−1n ∈ I˜ and so w ∈ I a contradiction.
Reduction to the case that xdtn does not divide w. Suppose that w = x
dt
n w˜ and set
I˜ = (m[dt]r )
αrt−1
∏
ǫ≤0,ǫ 6=t
(m[dǫ]r )
αrǫIr−1.
We see that mw ∈ I ⇔mw˜ ∈ I˜. Replacing w and I with w˜ and I˜, we reduce our problem
to a new t˜ < t. The above argument implies that α˜rt˜ 6= 0, where α˜ is the ’new’ α of I˜.
Reduction to the case when αrj = αr−1,j = 0 for j > t, αrt = 1 and αr−1,t = 0. From
xnw ∈ I, we see that there exists ρ < n such that x
dj
ρ |w for j > t if αrj 6= 0, or j = t if
αrt > 1. Choose such maximal possible ρ. Set w
′ = w/x
dj
ρ ,
I ′ = (m[dj ]r )
αrj−1
∏
ǫ≥0,ǫ 6=j
(m[dǫ]r )
αrǫIr−1.
We see that mw ⊂ I ⇔ mw′ ⊂ I ′, because from xnw ∈ I, we get xnw
′ ∈ I ′ from the
maximality of ρ.
Let α′rj = αrj − 1 and α
′
qǫ = αqǫ for (q, ǫ) 6= (r, j). α
′ is the ’new’ α for I ′. If we show
that
w′ ∈ J ′ =
∑
e≥0,α′re 6=0
(xn · · ·xir−1+1)
de−1
∏
ǫ>e
(m[dǫ]r )
αrǫ
∏
j≥e
(m
[dj ]
r−1)
αr−1,j (m[dǫ]r )
αre−1J (t),
then w = x
dj
ρ w′ ∈ m
[dj ]
r J ′ ⊂ J . Using this procedure, by recurrence we arrive to the case
αrj = 0 for j > t and αrt = 1. Again from xnw ∈ I, we note that there exists ρ < ir−1
such that x
dj
ρ |w for j ≥ t with αr−1,j 6= 0. Choose such maximal possible ρ and note that
mw ⊂ I if and only if mw′′ ∈ I ′′ for w′′ = w/x
dj
ρ , where
I ′′ = (m
dj
r−1)
αr−1,j−1
∏
ǫ≥0, ǫ 6=j
(m
[dǫ]
r−1)
αr−1,ǫ
∏
ǫ≥0
(m[dǫ]r )
αrǫIr−2.
As above, we reduce our problem to I ′′ and the α′′, which is the new α of I ′′, is given by
α′′r−1,j = αr−1,j−1, α
′′
qǫ = αqǫ for (q, ǫ) 6= (r − 1, j). Using this procedure, by recurrence we
end our reduction.
Case αrj = αr−1j = 0 for j > t, αrt = 1 , αr−1t = 0 and x
dt
n does not divide w. Let
express w = (xn · · ·xir−1+1)
dt−1y. We will show that y does not depend on {xn, . . . , xir−1+1}.
Indeed, if n = ir−1 + 1 then there is nothing to show since x
dt
n does not divide w. Suppose
that n > ir−1 + 1, then from xnw ∈ I we get y ∈ Ir−1 because x
dt−1
n−1 ∈
∏
j<t(m
dj
r )αrj and
the variables xn, . . . , xir−1+1 are regular on S/Ir−1S. If y = xηy
′ for η > ir−1, then as above
y′ ∈ Ir−1. Thus w ∈ x
dt
η x
dt−1
ρ y
′ ⊂ I for any ρ 6= η, ir−1 < ρ ≤ n, a contradiction.
Note that mrw ∈ I ⇒ mr−1y ∈ I
(t) and so w ∈ (xn · · ·xir−1+1)
dt−1J (t). Since αrj =
αr−1j = 0 for j > t and αrt = 1 and αr−1,t = 0, we get w ∈ J . Conversely, if y ∈ J
(t), then
it is clear that w ∈ J .
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We see by the above lemma that:
(∗) J =
∑
e≥0,αre 6=0
(xn · · ·xir−1+1)
de−1
∏
j>e
(m
[dj ]
r−1)
αrj
∏
j≥e
(m
[dj ]
r−1)
αr−1,j (m[de]r )
αre−1J (e).
Since λa = r − 1, by the induction hypothesis applied to I
(e) we get:
J (e) =
r−1∑
a=1
[
∑
(λ,t)∈Pa(I(e)),ta=e
a∏
s=1
(xiλs · · ·xiλs−1+1)
dts−1 · J ′(λ,t)+
+
∑
(λ,t)∈Pa(I(e)),ta<e
a∏
s=1
(xiλs · · ·xiλs−1+1)
dts−1 · J ′′(λ,t)], where
J ′(λ,t) =
λa−1∏
q=λa−1+1
∏
j≥e
(m[dj ]q )
αqj J˜(λ,t) and
J ′′(λ,t) =m
[de]
r−1
e−1∏
j>ta
(m
[dj ]
λa
)αλa,j (m
[dta ]
λa
)αλa,ta−1 ·
λa−1∏
q=λa−1+1
∏
j≥ta
(m[dj ]q )
αqj J˜(λ,t), and
J˜(λ,t) =
a−1∏
ν=1
m
[dtν+1 ]
λν
∏
j>tν
(m
[dj ]
λν
)αλν,j (m
[dtν ]
λν
)αλν ,tν−1 ·
λν−1∏
q=λν−1+1
∏
j≥tν
(m[dj ]q )
αqj .
If ta = e, set λ
′
ν = λν for ν < a, λ
′
a = r and see that (λ
′, t) ∈ Pa(I). If ta < e, then put
λ′′ν = λν for ν ≤ a, λ
′′
a+1 = r, t
′′
ν = tν for ν ≤ a and t
′′
a+1 = e and then (λ
′′, t) ∈ Pa+1(I).
Substituting J (e) in (∗), we get the following expression for J :
r−1∑
a=1
∑
(λ′,t)∈Pa(I)
a∏
ν=1
(xiλ′ν
· · ·xiλ′
ν−1+1
)dtν−1 · [
∏
j>e
(m
[dj ]
λ′a
)αλ′aj(m
[de]
λ′a
)αλ′ae−1 ·
λ′a−1∏
q=λ′a−1+1
∏
j≥e
(m[dj ]q )
αqj ]·
·J˜(λ,t) +
r−1∑
a=1
∑
(λ′′,t′′)∈Pa+1(I)
a+1∏
ν=1
(xiλ′′ν
· · ·xiλ′′
ν−1
+1
)dtν−1 · [
∏
j>e
(m
[dj ]
λ′′a+1
)
αλ′′
a+1
,j(m
[dt′′a+1
]
λ′′a+1
)
αλ′′
a+1
t′′
a+1
−1
]
[m
[dt′′
a+1
]
λ′′a
∏
j≥t′′a
(m
[dj ]
λ′′a
)
αλ′′
a+1
,j(m
[dt′′a
]
λ′′a
)αλ′′at′′a−1
λ′′a−1∏
q=λ′′a−1+1
∏
j≥t′′a
(m[dj ]q )
αqj ] · J˜(λ,t).
Since all the pairs of Pb(I) have the form (λ
′, t) or (λ′′, t′′) for a pair (λ, t) ∈ Pb(I) or
(λ, t) ∈ Pb−1(I) respectively, it is not hard to see that the expression above is the formula
of J as stated.
Let sq = max{j|αqj 6= 0}, dqt =
∑q
e=1
∑sq
j≥t αejdj,Dq = dq,sq+(iq−1)(dsq−1) for 1 ≤ q ≤ r.
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Corollary 2.6. With the notation and hypothesis of above theorem, for (λ, t) ∈ Pa(I) let:
d(λ,t) =
a∑
ν=1
λν∑
q=λν−1+1
∑
j≥tν
αqjdj. Then :
1. Soc(Ir−1S/I) = Soc(S/I).
2. ((J + I)/I)e 6= 0, if and only if e = d(λ,t) +
∑a
ν=1(iλν − iλν−1)(dtν − 1)− dt1, for some
1 ≤ a ≤ r and (λ, t) ∈ Pa(I).
3. c = max{e|((J + I)/I)e 6= 0} = dr,sr + (n− 1)(dsr − 1)− 1.
Proof. 1.Note that J(λ,t) is contained in
r∏
q=1,q /∈{λ1,...,λq}
(m[dj ]q )
αqj
a∏
ν=1
[
∏
j 6=tν
(m
dj
λν
)αλν,j (mtνλν )
αλν ,tν−1]
a−1∏
ǫ=1
m
dtǫ+1
λǫ+1
.
Since m
dtǫ+1
λǫ
⊂ m
dtǫ
λǫ
for tǫ+1 > tǫ and λa = r if follows that
J ⊂
∏
j 6=ta
(m[dj ]r )
αrj(m[dta ]r )
αrta−1Ir−1,
as desired.
2.If ((J + I)/I)e 6= 0 then there exists a monomial u ∈ J \ I of degree e. But u ∈ J ,
implies that there exists a ∈ {1, . . . , r} and (λ, t) ∈ Pa(I) such that u ∈ J(λ,t). Thus the
degree of u is e = d(λ,t) +
∑a
ν=1(iλν − iλν−1)(dtν − 1)− dt1 , as required.
Conversely, let e = d(λ,t) +
∑a
ν=1(iλν − iλν−1)(dtν − 1)− dt1 for some a ∈ {1, . . . , r} and
(λ, t) ∈ Pa(I). We show that the monomial
w =
a∏
ν=1
(xiλν · · ·xiλν−1+1)
dtν−1 · x
d(λ,t)−dt1
1 ∈ J \ I.
Obvious w ∈ J . Let us assume that w /∈ I. Then w/x
dta−1
iλa
∈
∏
j≥ta
(m
[dj ]
λa
)αλajIλa−1 because
x
dta−1
iλa
∈
∏
j<ta
(m
[dj ]
λa
)αλaj and xiλa /∈mj for j < λa. Inductively we get that:
w/(xiλa · · ·xiλa−1+1)
dta−1 ∈
λa∏
q=λa−1+1
∏
j≥ta
(m
[dj ]
λa
)αqjIλa−1.
Following the same reduction and using that ta > · · · > t1 we obtain that:
x
d(λ,t)−dt1
1 ∈
a∏
ν=1
λν∏
q=λν−1+1
∏
j≥tν
(m
[dj ]
λa
)αqj .
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So d(λ,t) − dt1 ≥ d(λ,t), a contradiction.
3.Note that c = d(λ′,t′) for (λ
′, t′) ∈ P1(I) with λ
′ = λ1 = r and t
′ = t1 = sr. We have
to show that:
c = dr,sr + (n− 1)(dsr − 1)− 1 ≤ d(λ,t) +
a∑
ν=1
(iλν − iλν−1)(dtν − 1)− dt1 ,
for any 1 ≤ a ≤ r and (λ, t) ∈ Pa(I). Since dsr − 1 ≤ (dtν − 1) +
∑sr−1
j≤tν
αqjdj for all q with
iν−1 < q ≤ iν , we see that:
dr,sr + (n− 1)(dsr − 1)− 1 ≥ d(λ,t) +
a∑
ν=2
(iλν − iλν−1)(dtν − 1) + (iλ1 − 1)(dt1 − 1)− 1.
On the other hand, (iλ1 − iλ0)(dt1 − 1) = (iλ1 − 1)(dt1 − 1) + dt1 − 1, and replacing that in
the above relation we obtained what is required.
Example 2.7. Let d : 1|2|4|12.
1. Let u = x213 . We have α0 = 1, α1 = 0, α2 = 2 and α3 = 1 so:
I =< u >d= (x1, x2, x3)(x
4
1, x
4
2, x
4
3)
2(x121 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ).
Let J =
∑
t=0,αt>0
Jt, where Jt = (x1x2x3)
dt−1(xdt1 , x
dt
2 , x
dt
3 )
αt−1
∏
j>t(x
dj
1 , x
dj
2 , x
dj
3 )
αj .
J0 = (x1x2x3)
1−1 · (x1, x2, x3)
1−1 ·
∏
j>t(x
dj
1 , x
dj
2 , x
dj
3 )
αj = (x41, x
4
2, x
4
3)
2(x121 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ).
J2 = (x1x2x3)
4−1(x41, x
4
2, x
4
3)
2−1(x121 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ) = (x1x2x3)
3(x41, x
4
2, x
4
3)(x
4
1, x
4
2, x
12
3 ) and
J3 = (x1x2x3)
12−1 = (x1x2x3)
11. From 2.1 , Soc(S/I) = (J + I)/I.
2. Let u = x92x
16
3 . We have r = 2, i1 = 2 and i2 = 3. Also α10 = 1, α12 = 2, α22 = 1,
α23 = 1 and the other components of α are zero. Then
I =< u >d=< x
9
2 >d< x
16
3 >d= (x1, x2)(x
4
1, x
4
2)
2(x41, x
4
2, x
4
3)(x
12
1 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ).
We have two possible partitions: (a) (2) and (b) (1 < 2).
(a)λ = λ1 = 2, t = t1 such that α2t 6= 0. We have two possible t: t = 2 or t = 3.
(i)For t = 2 we obtain (according to the Theorem 2.4) the following part of the socle:
J(2,2) = (x1x2x3)
3(x121 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 )(x
4
1, x
4
2)
4
(ii)For t = 3 we obtain:
J(2,3) = (x1x2x3)
11
(b)1 = λ1 < λ2 = 2, t = (t1, t2) such that αλe,te 6= 0 for 1 ≤ e ≤ 2 and t1 < t2.
According to our expressions for αi we have three possible cases: t1 = 0, t2 = 2 or
t1 = 0, t2 = 3 or t1 = 2, t2 = 3.
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(i)For t1 = 0 and t2 = 2 we obtain:
J(1,2),(0,2) = x
3
3(x
4
1, x
4
2)(x
4
1, x
4
2)
2(x121 , x
12
2 , x
12
3 ).
(ii)For t1 = 0 and t2 = 3 we obtain:
J(1,2),(0,3) = x
11
3 (x
12
1 , x
12
2 )(x
4
1, x
4
2)
2
(iii)For t1 = 2 and t2 = 3 we obtain:
J(1,2),(2,3) = x
3
1x
3
2x
11
3 (x
12
1 , x
12
2 )(x
4
1, x
4
2)
From 2.4 it follows that if J = J(2,2) + J(2,3) + J(1,2),(0,2) + J(1,2),(0,3) + J(1,2),(2,3) then
Soc(S/I) = (I + J)/J .
3 A generalization of Pardue’s formula.
In this section, we give a generalization of a theorem proved by Aramova-Herzog [1] and
Herzog-Popescu [4] which is known as ”Pardue’s formula”.
Let 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir = n and let α1, . . . , αr some positive integers. Let u =∏r
i=1 x
αq
iq ∈ S = K[x1, . . . , xn]. Our goal is to give a formula for the regularity of the ideal
I =< u >d=
q∏
r=1
s∏
j=0
(m[dj ]q )
αqj ,
where αq =
∑s
j=0 αqjdj . If i1 = 1, it follows that I = x
α1
1 I
′, where I ′ =
∏q
r=2
∏s
j=0(m
[dj ]
q )αqj ,
and therefore reg(I) = α1 + reg(I
′). Thus, we may assume i1 ≥ 2.
If N is a graded S-module of finite length, we denote s(N) = max{i|Ni 6= 0}. Let
sq = max{j|αqj 6= 0} and dqt =
∑q
e=1
∑se
j≥t αejdj . Let Dq = dqsq + (iq − 1)(dsq − 1), for
1 ≤ q ≤ r. With this notations we have:
Theorem 3.1. reg(I) = max1≤q≤rDq. In particular, if I =< x
α
n >d and α =
∑s
t=0 αtdt
with αs 6= 0 then reg(I) = αsds + (n− 1)(ds − 1).
Proof. Let Iℓ =
∏r−ℓ
q=1
∏s
j=0(m
[dj ]
q )αqj , for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ r. Then I = I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ir = S is
the sequential chain of ideals of I, i.e. Iℓ+1 = (Iℓ : x
∞
nℓ
), where nℓ = ir−ℓ. Moreover, from the
Remark 1.13, we see that this chain is in fact the chain from the definition of a sequentially
Cohen-Macauly module for S/I. Let Sℓ = k[x1, . . . , xnℓ ] and mℓ = (x1, . . . , xnℓ).
The corollary 2.6 implies that ce = De−1 is the maximal degree for a nonzero element of
Soc(Sℓ/Jℓ). [3, Corollary 2.7] implies reg(I) = max{s(IℓS
sat
ℓ /IℓSℓ) | ℓ = 0, . . . , r− 1)}+1.
Also, from the corollary 2.6, we get
Soc(Sℓ/IℓSℓ) = Soc(Iℓ+1Sℓ/IℓSℓ) = (Iℓ+1 : mℓ)Sℓ/IℓSℓ = IℓS
sat
ℓ /IℓSℓ,
which complete the proof.
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Corollary 3.2. reg(I) ≤ n · deg(u) = n · deg(I), where deg(I) = max{deg(w)|w ∈ G(I)}.
Corollary 3.3. S/I has at most r-corners among (iq, Dq − 1) for 1 ≤ q ≤ r. If i1 = 1 we
replace (i1, D1− 1) with (1, α1). The corresponding extremal Betti numbers are βiq ,Dq+iq−1.
Proof. By Theorem 1.14 combined with the proof of Theorem 3.1, S/I has at most r-
corners among (nℓ, s(Iℓ+1Sℓ/IℓSℓ)) and is enough to apply Corollary 2.6.
Example 3.4. Let d : 1|2|4|12.
1. Let u = x213 ∈ k[x1, x2, x3]. We have 21 = 1 · 1+ 0 · 2+ 2 · 4+ 1 · 12. From 3.1, we get:
reg(< u >d) = 1 · 12 + (3− 1) · (12− 1) = 34.
2. Let u = x21x
16
2 x
9
3. Then reg(< u >d) = 2 + reg(< u
′ >d), where u
′ = u/x21. We
compute reg(< u′ >d). With the notations above, we have i1 = 2, i2 = 3, r = 2,
α1 = 16 and α2 = 9. We have α1 = 1 · 4+1 · 12 and α2 = 1 · 1+2 · 4, thus s1 = 3 and
s2 = 2. D1 = d13 + (2− 1)(d3 − 1) = 12 + 11 = 23 and D2 = d22 + (3− 1)(d2 − 1) =
24 + 6 = 30. In conclusion, reg(< u >d) = 2 +max{23, 30} = 32.
In the following, we show that if I is a principal d-fixed ideal generated by the power
of a variable, then I≥e is stable for any e ≥ reg(I).
Lemma 3.5. Let I =< xαn >d and α =
∑s
t=0 αtdt with αs 6= 0. If e ≥ reg(I) + 1 then for
every monomial v ∈ I≥e there exists w ∈ G(I) and a monomial y ∈ S such that v = w · y
and m(v) = m(y).
Proof. We may assume e = reg(I) + 1 and v ∈ Ie. Then v = w
′ · y′ for some w′ ∈ G(I)
and a monomial y′ ∈ S. Suppose w′ =
∏s
t=0
∏n
j=1 x
λtj ·dt
j , where 0 ≤ λtj and
∑n
j=1 λtj = αt.
Suppose n = m(v) = m(w′) > m(y′). Then y′ = xβ11 · · ·x
βn−1
n−1 . Let m = min{t|λtn 6= 0}.
We claim that there exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that dm−
∑m−1
t=0 λtidt ≤ βi. Otherwise,
it follows that dm −
∑m−1
t=0 λtidt ≥ βi + 1 for any i = 1, . . . , n− 1. So,
(n− 1)dm −
n−1∑
i=1
m−1∑
t=0
λtidt ≥ β1 + · · ·+ βn−1 + n− 1 = reg(I) + 1− α + n− 1⇔
(n− 1)(dm − 1)−
m−1∑
t=0
αtdt ≥ (n− 1)(ds − 1)−
s−1∑
t=0
αtdt + 1⇔
s−1∑
t=m
αtdt ≥ (n− 1)(ds − dm) + 1,
because reg(I) = αsds+(n−1)(ds−1) from Theorem 3.1. But on the other hand, ds−dm =∑s−1
t=m(dt+1/dt − 1)dt ≥
∑s−1
t=m αtdt and this contradict the above inequality.
Thus, we may choose i < n such that γ = dm −
∑m−1
t=0 λtidt ≤ βi. Therefore, we can
write: v = w′ · y′ = w · y, where w = w′ · xγi /x
γ
n and y = w
′ · xγn/x
γ
i . It is easy to see that
w ∈ G(I) and m(v) = m(y) = n.
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Corollary 3.6. If I =< xαn >d and e ≥ reg(I) then I≥e is stable.
Proof. Let v ∈ I≥e. Let i < m(v). Since xi · v ∈ I≥e+1 it follows from the above lemma that
xiv = w · y for some w ∈ G(I) and y ∈ S such that m(xiv) = m(y). But m(v) = m(xiv)
and thus xiv/xm(v) = w · y/xm(v) ∈ I.
The converse is also true. Indeed we have the following more general result of Eisenbud-
Reeves-Totaro:
Proposition 3.7. [2, Proposition 12] Let I be a monomial ideal with deg(I) = d and let
e ≥ d such that I≥e is stable. Then reg(I) ≤ e.
Remark 3.8. 3.6 gives another proof for the ”≤” inequality of the generalised Pardue’s
formula in the case when I =< xαn >d. Indeed, considering e = αsds+(n− 1)(ds− 1) from
3.6 it follows that I≥e is stable and thus 3.7 implies reg(I) ≤ e.
Corollary 3.9. If I =< xαn >d then reg(I) = min{e| I≥e is stable }.
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